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ABSTRACT 
A necessary and sufficient condition connecting the soiirce and the 
scattering kernel is established under which the collision denjBity will 
be constant for all values of the lethargy. The exponent in the 
exponential form of the collision density is determined explicitly, 
for small constant absorption, by making use of infinite determinants. 
The validity of obtaining approximate solutions of the slowlng-
down equation by the process of successive iteration is examined and 
proven to be universally applicable. The rate of convergence of the 
iterative procedure is shown to be intimately connected with the 
"Spinney condition". The iterative procedure is shown to be rapidly 
convergent when this condition is satisfied but the marked change in 
the neutron flux distribution below the resonance centre, when the 
condition is not satisfied, can result in very slow convergence. 
The iterative procedure of Goldstein and Cohen is extended to 
a third iteration and the behaviour of the first and second iterations, 
when the l/E dependence of the asymptotic flux is retained, is examined. 
The exact solution of the slowing-down equation is formulated and 
it is shown that this exact solution can be expressed as the successive 
iteration on the narrow resonance approximation. 
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Chapter 1 
HISTORICAL REVIEW 
W O L L 
1.1 Introducti on 
During the past three decades considerable effort has been directed 
towards obtaining methods for predicting the energy distribution of 
neutrons slowing down from fission in mixtures of moderating and 
resonance absorbing materials. A knowledge of this energy distribution 
is essential in the design of a nuclear reactor since reactivity and 
the rate of conversion of fertile to fissile material often dictate the 
economic feasibility of the reactor system. 
The design and prediction of the performance of the reactor core, 
from a reactor physics standpoint, usually requires a considerable 
nimiber of repetitive calculations to be performed to determine reaction 
rates in the resonance absorbing materials. These calculations may be 
needed to determine group averaged cross sections for use in large 
transport or diffusion theory codes or required to investigate the 
effect of local heterogeneities. Exact methods of calculation, using 
considerable computer time on large high speed computers, have been 
obtained; these are too sophisticated and expensive to use when a 
"back-of-envelope" type of calculation is required. The need for good 
approximate solutions is essential in a spectrum code which calculates 
the energy distribution of neutrons through a considerable number of 
resonances. In consequence a major proportion of the effort of workers 
In the field of resonance absorption has been directed towards obtaining 
approximate methods for determining resonance integrals and resonance 
escape probabilities. 
The first publications to appear on the energy distribution of 
neutrons slowing down from fission energies were by Amaldi and Fermi 
(1936), and Bethe (1937)- Both papers considered neutrons to be slowed 
down in hydrogen for which absorption could be ignored. Early in 19^> 
Placzek (l9^6a) obtained explicit expressions for the collision density 
for neutrons slowing down in a non-absorbing moderator, but this work 
was delayed in publication until after the war. Placzek (l9^6b) 
extended his work, which has become a foundation stone in slowing down 
theory, to the case of neutrons slowing down through weak absorption 
and obtained explicit expressions for the collision density for neutron 
energies far below the source. 
1.2 Early Work on Resonance Absorption 
The birth of the study of resonance absorption can be attributed 
to the Manhattan Project and is principally due to Wigner (1955)- An 
independent Russian treatment by Ourevich and Pomeranchouk (1955) 
looked superficially different but was shown by Wigner (1956) to be 
different only in bookkeeping and emphasis. In the early development 
of nuclear reactors the American, Russian and British vork was mainly-
centered on the reaction in U-238, absorption in which was found 
to preclude the use of natural uranium as a fuel except when mixed with 
heavy water or separated into lumps. 
One of the important points of Wigner's (1955) approach was the 
recognition of the difference between the behavioxir of the high energy-
narrow resonances and that of the wide low lying resonances. The 
distinction between wide resonances and narrow resonances is generally 
made according to whether or not the practical width of the resonance 
is larger or smaller than the maximum energy loss of the neutron per 
collision. The practical width of a resonance is the interval over 
which the resonance cross section is larger than the potential scattering 
cross section of the resonance. Neutrons can only be scattered below 
about 100 kev by elastic collisions and this scattering is almost 
entirely symmetric in the centre-of-mass co-ordinate system. Thus the 
maximum energy loss per collision can be derived by simple momentum 
considerations (see, for example, Glasstone and Edlund (1952) ). 
The first reasonably successful attempt to calculate resonance 
absorption from resonance data was made by Dresner (1956), who evaluated 
the resonance integrals for homogeneous assemblies. This was followed 
by three independent calculations of resonance integrals for heterogeneous 
k. 
assemblies by Adler, Hinman and Nordheim (1958), by Dresner (1958), and 
Chemick and Vernon (1958), all of \rtiich were based on the same physical 
concepts and which yielded similar results. In these calculations, the 
wide resonances are treated in the infinite mass or IM approximation of 
Spinney (195T) and the narrow resonances in the NR approximation of 
Wigner (1955) and provision has been made for the unresolved resonances. 
The main distinction between these three sets of calculations is 
the mathematical approximations. Chemick and Vernon, and to a lesser 
extent Dresner, try to use analytical procedxires as much as possible, 
whereas Adler, Hinman and Nordheim use an extensive set of tables. The 
latter method has been quite successful and has been widely applied with 
generally very good results. The most serious disadvantage of these 
methods is the necessity of using either the NR or IM approximations. 
While the errors produced by using these approximations tend to cancel 
out statistically. Spinney (1957) lias pointed out that the errors for 
individual resonances may be quite large. Chemick and Vemon (1958) 
and Spinney (1957) introduced iterative procedures which improve the 
NR and IM approximations considerably. The ultimate in this type of 
effort is represented by the work of Rothenstein (1960) who starts from 
analytic expressions to which is then added a large number of corrections, 
partly analytic and partly to be read from tables. Aside from the fact 
that i t is not evident that all these corrections may be simply added. 
the procedure Is nearly self-defeating in its complexity when over fifty 
resonances have to be treated as in Th-232 or U-238. 
An alternative method, which maKes it possible to treat cases of 
arbitrary complication, is the Monte Carlo method. It has been success-
fully applied to resonance absorption by Richtmeyer (1958,1961). 
However, the nature of the Monte Carlo method, and the very large amo\jint 
of machine time required to achieve reasonable accuracy with it, makes 
it very expensive to apply to production problems. It is only used to 
evalixate the resonance integr&l for a particular resonance to give an 
accurate result against which approximate methods of calculation may 
be checked. 
1-3 Recent Work on Resonance Absorption 
The major problem still to be solved at the dawn of the sixties 
was how to obtjain approximate solutions intermediate between the IM and 
NR extremes. The NR and IM approximations give reasonable results for 
U-238 and Th-232, but the advent of intermediate reactors and the use of 
Plutonium fuels necessitated investigating the lowest resonance of Pu-240. 
This giant resonance cannot be treated by either of the extreme approxi-
mations. Certainly the work of Chemick and Vernon (1958) and Spinney 
(1957) had improved both the NR and IM approximations, but a radical new 
approach was needed. This approach came with the publication of a paper 
by Goldstein and Cohen (1962). Their method consisted in iterating on 
the basic slowing down equation, using as a f i r s t iterant an interpola-
tion between the NR and IM approximations. This "intermediate resonance" 
or IR approximation was restricted to non-Doppler broadened resonances 
although this restriction was removed by McKay and Pollard (1963) 
showed that the interpolation formula was insensitive to temperature. 
The interpolation method has been extended to heterogeneous systems by 
Hill and Schaefer (1962) and by Goldstein and Brooks (196 1̂-). An improved 
version, psurticularly applicable to low lying resonances has been given 
by McKay (l96i|-a). Recently Porti (1964) has given an interesting paper 
which j u s t i f i e s the IR method on physical grounds. 
Considerable work has been undertaken to obtain exact solutions 
of the slowing down equation, and hence exact values of the resonance 
integrals, by taking advantage of the new generation of high speed 
digital computers. An extensive programme of work has been undertaken 
by Wordheim (1961) to solve the slowing down equation in homogeneous 
mixtures of two nuclides. This technique has also been adopted by 
Pollard (l96if) and Collins (1963)- An extensive tabulation of the 
various approximations to the resonance integral has been given by 
McKay (1964b) and these have been compared with the exact solutions 
obtained in the case of un-Doppler-broadened resonance cross sections. 
The recent Gteneva conference broiight forth three review papers by 
Cherwlck and Levine (196^), Codd et al. (1961̂ ) and Avery et al- (1964). 
These three papers give a detedled picture of the state of the art of 
resonance absorption at the present time. 
1.4 Approximate and Analytic Solutions of the Slowing Dovn Eqiiation 
In general the class of problems for which analytic solutions of 
the slowing-down equation can be obtained does not have any practical 
application. The amount of information which is available on the nature 
of the analytic solutions is very limited and very little has been 
achieved since the work of Placzek (1946), One of the earliest attempts 
to obtain an approximate solution of the slowing-down equation was made 
by Goertzel and Greuling ('̂  1950). The method adopted was to assume 
that the collision density was a slowly varying function of lethargy 
and to ignore all derivatives of the collision densitŷ  above the first. 
It is surprising that in the case of weak abso37ption the work of 
Goertzel and Greuling ('̂  1950), except for a few minor exceptions, has 
yet to be sxirpassed. 
For neutrons slowing down in a non-absorbing medium deMarcus (1959) 
determined the number of elastic collisions required to thermalise 
neutrons emitted from fission. Wilkins (1962) applied renewal theory 
to the problem and also (1963) investigated the solution of the tran-
cendental equation arising in the method of solution given by Weinberg 
and Wigner (1958). In the presence of weak absorption Keane (1961) 
extended the results of Gk>ertzel and Greuling 1950) by solving the 
integral equation using the process of Laplace transforms. 
Finally, and perhaps the most useful of all the analytic solutions, 
is the work of Spinney (1957) vho showed that when the NR and IM 
approximations were equal for a particular resonance the slowing-down 
equation could be solved analytically. 
Chapter 2 
EXACT SOLUTIONS OF THE SLOWINGh-DOWN EQUA.TION 
2.1 Introduction to the Slovlng-Dovn Equation 
The lethargy distribution of neutrons slowing dovn from fission, 
in a single nuclear species which is infinite in extent, has been derived 
by many authors and is given by Dresner (1960). This Integral equation 
can be written in the form: 
r^T» 
Z ^ (2.11) 
where u is the neutron lethargy. 
^J-^j 2L5CU-)» macroscopic absorption and scattering cross sections 
at lethargy u. 
= macroscopic total cross section 
« neutron flux at lethargy u'. 
^ J m probability density function for neutron scatter from 
lethargy u' , in the interval to lethargy u. 
6 = In l/x. = maximum lethargy gain per collision 
OC x: (A-1)^/(A+1)^ 
^{^IJL^ «= neutron source strength function, i.e., the rate of 
introduction of uncollided neutrons. 9 
Put p(u) C^L^) ; then is the total collision density of 




For neutronG slowing clown in an infinite homogeneous mixture of N nuclides 








and ' ^ ' U i = maximum lethargy gain per collision with nuclide i 
and k. U ' ^ O is identical with m'j but <y replaced by o'.. 
^ < 1 
2.2 Properties of the Moments of the Isotropic Scattering Kernel 
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and the reduced moments by:-
t̂ ! J (2.23) 
Integrate equation (2.22) by parts to obtain the recurrence relationship 
r-
w (2.24) 
and from equation (2.23) 
. -x 
(2.25) 
The recurrence relationship given In equation (2.24) may be used to 
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Thus as both u^ and tend to zero. 
When the atomic veight of the moderator is large, simple expressions can 
be obtained for the first few momentB of the kernel, in the following 
manner. The collision interval e i» given for large A i.e. o -- 1 by:-
-+ - - -
Substitution in eqtuation (2.26) for e and (l - (y) gives: 
^Ar^ = 
2.3 Solution In the Absence of Absorption 
The solution of the slowing down equation in analytic form is 
possible \ihen fhi^^ I i.e., there is no absorption anywhere in the 
lethargy range. This solution has practical application as the majority 
of the light moderators have a very low capture cross section especially 
in the range where slowing'down theory can be applied. 
Consider the case of neutron slowing down in a single nuclide 
then equation (2.12) becomes:-
P C a ) = SC^") + J P L - O K U - u O C U ' (2.31) 
It is possible to obtain an exact solution of this equation when 
exists cmly in the first collision interval C^j e) The following 
theorem proves a relationship between the kernel, KC^-^O and the 
source, SC*̂ ^̂  which is both necessary and sufficient for the solution of 
the integral eqiiatlon to be of exponential form. 
Theorem:- The integral equation:-
p ^ a ) - j'^kCa-vAOFtuOcU' - S U ) 
O 5 U^e > 
a "̂ 6-_ = SLu") 
has a solution C e where and Ct are constants, provided:-
lif. 
(2.33) 
If and only If "SLO and KLw.) are connected ty the relationship: -
n 
0 
I cu.' e KI^OcLu' 
{2.3k) 
Proof:- Applying the Laplace transform to (2.32) and using the convolution 
theorem gives, after Inversion:-
V4 ioo f pw- s t p ) 
1 - n o 
Where ^(^f) and k.(^p)are the Laplace transforms of and Hl^) 
respectively. 




Substitution for SCp) Into equation (2.35) gives:-
PCu) = o2Ti i. 
J 
or P U V ' C e " ^ for a l l u. 
"S'-UX) 
Conversely If It Is assumed that 
Into equation (2.32) gives:-





c -OJiX C = 
C t - C 
-OJA at icU) - St^) (2.36) 






I- j l<CLfc)c dLtJ osu'-fc 
e 
Corollary: The Integral equation (2.31) has a solution which is a 
constant, C ̂  for all u. if any only if 
provided that 
C j k u O A m 
tClu')cU' - 1 
This corollary follows immediately from the theorem by putting a. o 
This corollary has been previously reported by the candidate, liyos (1964) 
It is possible to solve the homogeneous form of equation (2.31) 
i.e. , for values of the lethargy far above the source where 
by making the substitution: 




= ^ K . U - u O FL^OcUa 
vA-e 
Substitution from (2.37) gives: 
u 
C -ouu c e (2.38) 
for isotropic scattering the kernel is given by equation (2.21) and 
(2.38) becomes:-
-OjLt ^ r^ \ ou 
l e. O - ^ X ^ ^ ^ " ) ' 
Of \diich a Bolution is ol'O girlag P W - C as predicted by the 
corollary to th« theorem. 
2.k Ihe Asymptotic Collision Density When the Absorption and Total 
Cross Sections are Ccaastant 
For lethargies far above the source the total collision density 
-C^) in an infinite homogeneo\i8 medium consisting of N nuclides can 
be obtained from equation (2.13) and is given by 
K) u 
iiu • I 
{2.kl) 
Where neutron scattering has been considered to be isotropic in the centre 
of mass coordinate system. 
For constant neutron cross sections AC'̂ O eĴ cl C. C^O are 
constant and equation becomes:-
u-e, 
FLuO dlu' 
The usual method for obtaining a solution of this equation, see 
Dresner (196O), has been to substitute k e for to give the 
trancendental equation for K : -
M 
l + X = 
L-l 




In the case of a single nuclide, approximations to the non-trivial 
real root have been investigated by Glass tone and Edlund (1952) 
and Weinberg and Wigner (1958) and recently the value of and the 
position of the complex roots have been determined by Wilkins (1963). 
The purpose of the present vrork is to show that, in the presence of 
small absorption, i t is possible to obtain good approximations to the 
root of equation (2.42) by considering the moments of the scattering kernel. 
Expand pluO in a Taylor series about u'^ ^ to give:-
p L u O - P u ) 4 - • 
Substitution for P L̂ O in (2.i|.l) gives:-
M 
J ^ 
Since (u'-u^ P converges uniformly within the range of 
definition of the integral and inner summation in (2.43) may be 
interchanged. 
u' 
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-J t va: 
L L^l 
C^'-^) ^ dLu' 
Define to^ and to be the reduced moments for nuclide i and 
for the complete mixture, 
^ € 





• hv If the L- species is hydrogen then must be replaced by 
UL 
K e îy 
and since the asymptotic collision density is being considered û  can be 





In particular I and -Qi^ 1 the average lethsirgy gain per 






. Z C-0 i ^ . F t-) 
where k = 
th 
Truncate (2.^) after the n derivative and, following the method of 
Pollard (i960), differentiate successively to obtain a set of simultaneous 
homogeneous linear equations in pjta) J .2 
»V 
»V 
0 = Cb-l) p («) + -Q,p'l^-) - p"(u) ̂  +t-iyi2, ^ 
0 = 
o -
Cb-O r'(u) .. • P ' M 
IK-«) 
Cb-DTl«) 4 J 
(2.l^7) 
This set of simultaneous equations may be solved for 




A . - a . 
c^-i) - a v 
0 tb-O 
0 u - o 
• • 0 
( - O i l A/ 
-ax 
0 0 0 J2, 
and 1 iSk"̂  Is the determinant with the first coluiiin rei laced by 
the vector ^ __ Cb-."^ ̂ o^O o j 









It can be n irom section 2.2 that < i thus the 
convergence of lim Il^v depends on the magnitude of C^^O/ili* 
As jLv^l will be convergent provided C^-O/ily i.e. 




A and A! 
L 
can be expanded in tems of the infinite determinant: 
M/a, \ -^z/Jl 
O Cb-i)/il 
o o 
Provided is small as v\—>qd the limit of the ratio of the 
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It is interesting to note that equation (2.it8a) has the form of 
the approximate solution ascribed to G. Goerztel and E. Greuling 1950) 
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The limiting values of ^o for a single nuclide, can be readily 
eavluated and are given below, (in the following equations the super-
script I has been dropped for clarity.) 
( a ) Heavy Soatterer A » 
Yo = 
¿ C b - O ' 
CO .vv-vl NV 
(b) Negligible Absorption i.e. 
(c) Negligible Absorption and A ^^ ^ 
Yo -- y s 
2.5 An Exact Solution of the Slowing Down Eqiiatlon 
Consider a situation In which â id T tu.) exist in an 
X — ^ 
interval ( lA.'̂  ô '-v/L̂  > u' being a lethargy far above the source, 
but outside this range ^ ^ ^ ^ constant. Equation 
(2.11) can be written:-
J 
u-e 
u O i U ' W 
or putting p ^ Cu) we have:-
' cUx 
T U ) P k ) (2.51) 
vhere T L u ) = 
2k. 
PLuO ̂  A 1 
Let PCa) -f\ for u'7/ and XU) ̂ o for but defined in the 
interval If the width of 
the interval, A , is less than the 
maximum lethfiurgy gain per collision 
i.e. € >A , then the neutron flux 
distribution for ^^ can be obtained 
explicitly. Equation (2.51) can be 
written, for ^ u, ̂  va' + A^ 
/ 
Differentiate this equation to give 
- f C U -u-̂  Ftu) (2.52) 
Now for isotropic scattering in the centre of mass coordinate 
system the kernel k-L̂ -u'} is given by equation (2.21) from which it 
can be seen 
1ICU- tt"j ̂ - K 
tit' 
Making use of the above relationships and using the original integral 
equation, equation (2.52) can be written:-
, .f, T'loO J L_1 + • — 
(2.53) 
This differential equation may be Integrated directlor by means of 
an integrating factor ^ given by:-
0 (? _ í(\-^ _ -L . IcLu 












2.6 The Greullng-Goertzel Approximation 
A second order approximation to the collision density may be obtained 
from equation (2.47) by reducing the set of equations to a two by two set. 
i.e. 
_((,_,) Pta-) 
Substituting for from (2,62) into (2.6l) to give: 
[Xl, + ^ C b - ^ i F ' L ^ ^ - o 
(2.61) 
(2.62) 
Pi.;) . / V { - i f 
where )io = A is a constant. 
If Pl^) is normalised to unity for small values of the lethargy 
i.e., A - 1 then the fraction of neutrons escaping absorption down to 
lethargy UL is given by: -
(2.63) 
This is the usual form of the resonance escape probability 
ascribed to Goertzel and Greuling 1950). 
If we no Icmger assume that b is constant then equations (2.6l) 
and (2.62) have the form:-
t'pla-) = U-OF'K') (2.65) 
Substitute for from (2.65) into (2.61 )̂ to give:-
LCb-0- -
CJV p -- K* ex 
1— O -av-v 
Where as before ^ is a constant. Similarly the resonance escape 
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!I3iua 14 Voi^cC^Vz-si'̂ ^) 
If we assume that outside the resonance = O then the 
CL 
resonance escape probability is: 
(2.66) 
Alternatively if then: 
(2.67) 
Thus equation (2.66) shows that the Greuling-Goertzel form of the 
resonance escape probability is valid for slovly varying absorption 
even though it is derived frcxa the assumption of constant absorption. 
Equation (2.6?) gives a correction to the Greuling-Goertzel form of bC»^). 
Ctiapter 3 
ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF THE SLOWING^DOWN EQUATION 
3*1 Introduction 
Considerable effort has been devoted in the past decade in an 
attempt to obtain approximate solutions of the slowing-down equation, 
for the neutron flux distribution through an isolated resonance, using 
the method of successive iteration. The work of Chemick and Vernon 
(1958) and Spinney (1957) bas been incorporated in an elegant ti^atment 
by Goldstein and Cohen (1962). This V method of Goldstein and Cohen 
(1962) has proved an invaluable tool for obtaining an approximation 
to the resonance integral for resonances intermediate between the 
narrow resonance (NR) and wide resonance or infinite mass (IM) approxi-
mations. The method, for obtaining this intermediate resonance (iR) 
approximation, consists in iterating on the neutron slowing-down 
equation using a first iteration which is an interpolation between 
the NR and IM approximations for the neutron flux distribution through 
the resonance. The interpolation constant, k , is such that letting it 
have the values 0 or 1 produces the IM or NR approximations respectively. 
The second iteration can be obtained explicitly for a resonance in 
which Doppler broadening can be ignored and the interference between 
resonance and potential scattering neglected. The first and second 
iterations of the IR approximation for the resonance integral are 
evaluated in the usual manner̂  from the iterations of the flux, and 
the "best" value of k. is obtained by equating the f i r s t two itérants 
of the resonance integral. 
3.2 Mathematical Formxxlation of the Problem 
Consider a uniform homogeneous mixture of a heavy resonance absorber 
and a light non-absorbing moderator having a constant scattering cross 
section in a spatially and time independent system. Consider a resonance 
far below a l l source energies and well spaced from any other resonances 
so that the neutron flux has attained its asymptotic form when i t 
reaches the resonance. Following the method of Goldstein and Cohen 
(1962), the integral equation governing the slowing down of neutrons 
in the above system is -
f^l'^^ I I 
^^ ^ i J r . u ' V 
Where P i e ) = total collision density per unit 
energy 
= constant moderator scattering cross section 
T y y z= resonance scattering, resonance absorption and ¿j^^ ^ ¿^ J, 
potential scattering cross sections of the absorber 
2 s - ^ Z 
2 = 
2 , = 
--ys 
vhere A = mass of heavy absorber 
^wv ® ^ calculated for moderator 
Introduce a resonance cutoff, E"c > such that for E ^^c , FCe) has 
its asymptotic form. Pa? L )̂ = "^/Je ^ a.nd normalise the source S as:-
then le) = 
In terms of the flux per unit energy, Â iê  , equation (3.21) has 
the f onn: -
AE 
J Cl-»i-0 E 
f 
e e 













Where all macroscopic cross sections have been replaced by their 
microscopic counterparts, (f^ is the scattering cross section of the 
moderator per atom of the resonance absorber. Further:-
and ^ ^ -
Make the substitution N)- and equation (3.23) becomes:-
(TsCxO^C '̂) 
Cn)-̂ )̂ ') 
4 ( 3 . 2 4 ) 
Since the moderator is usually a low mass element narrow resonance 
eonsidaratloxiB may be applied to the moderator integral in equaticai 
(3 .24) . Ttiat is, A|>Cx) can be replaced by its asymptotic value. In this 
case the moderator integral in equation (3.24) becomes 
2 E . 
T 
which can be integrated directly to give Cl^^^m") • 
Eqxiation (3.2k) vmy now be written:-
/ + L\-oC) Cŝ -txO d (3.25) 
Since the resonance absorber is usually of a high mass number (K 
can be replaced by unity except when it occurs as ( \ —x.). Equation 




0)4 xD (3.26) 
Also since V i s very large and equation (3.26) can be 
written in the form:-
Ĉ-t-(TCx̂  
J Os Al; txO d^^ ) (3.27) 
Equations (3»26) and (3.27) are In a form amenable to solution by 
the process of successive iteration. In particular^ equation (3.27) 
is the form of the slowing-down equation used by Gtoldstein and Cohen 
(1962). 
3.3 The Process of Successive Iteration 
Equation (3«26) can be written in the general form:-
(3.31) 
The solution of this integral equation by the process of successive 
iteration consists in obtaining the n ^ iteration from the (n-l)®^ 
iteration by means of the recurrence relationship: -
g(x)f^^V) (3.32) 
Where the first iteration is taken to be: -
fix) = p u Y 
The first few iterations can be derived in the following manner: -
r K-t'b 
J i ^Ui) 1 5tx)J 
Generalisation of this result to the n Iteration gives:-
(3.33) 
Í ^ Ût") 




Iv U ^ p (.ym) iiywv iiy ̂^ ̂  
/ 
(3.34) 
th OThus equation (3.33) gives the n Iteration of the flux In terms 
of the known fxmctlons W U ) and ^GO and In terms of the first 
Iteration P • 
The rate of convergence of the Iterative process can be Investi-
gated In the follovilng manner:-
K̂l Í 
= 




Thus if is a solution of the integral equation then the sum 
of the terms inside the curly brackets will be identically zero and then: -
Thus in this case every iteration will produce the result = 
3«^ Convergence of the Iterative Process 
Criteria for the convergence of the iterative procedure for 
obtaining the solution of Fredholm integral equations, with constant 
limits of integraticm, have been extensively considered in the literature 
by Tricomi (1957) and Mikhlin (1957) • However, the convergence of the 
iterative procedure for an integral equation of the form of the slowing-
down eqtiation, in which both limits of integration are variable, does 
not appear to have been considered in the literature. The following 
theorem gives a criterion for the convergence of the iterative procedure 
described in the previous section. 
Theorem: Let 
J^U), o and WU) be functions of x , gÛ ) end 
UCv.) being known functions and let "Ŝ  y- andS be constants. The 
integral equation:- x-t̂  
y. 
can be solved by the process of successive iteration defined by: -






y c 1 for all X 
Proof:- Repeated application of the iterative procedure outlined 
in eq\iation (3« ̂ 2) gives:-
rcvc)/ ^ 
- U ) -
Where and are defined in equation (3»3^)» 
If 4 T" for all ^ then the suimnatlon in equation (3.43) 




r-1 D ^ 1 
Iwv 
KVH -T-WV-l V̂Vl-l 
Thus the Iterative procedure will be convergent provided 
K <1 for all X Q.E.D, 
Thus a solution of the Integral equation (3.4l), subject to the 
conditions of the theorem, is:-
Oo 
i e . 4u-) -
•s 
30c) c -+ LÂ  
3.5 The Form of the Iterated Solution 
th The n iteration of the flux, as given by equation (3.^3), can 
be seen to include the n ^ iterant of the homogeneous integral equation. 
The homogeneous integral equation is:-
x-t'b 
th and the n iterant of the solution is:-
(3.51) 
3U) 
which is the final term of equation (3«^3)-
If the iterative procedure is convergent then the solution is 
given by equation (3>hk), It can be seen from this equation that the 
solution is independent of the first iteration, P^^) , and the only 
solution of the homogeneous equation is the trivial solution = 
3-6 Application of the Iterative Procedure to the Slovlng«>Dovn Equation 
Practical application of the Iterative procedure outlined In the 
previous sections suffers from the Inability to perform the analytic 
Integrations to obtain higher Iterations of the flux for the general 
form of the resonance cross sections. However, If a temperature Is 
considered at which Doppler broadening of the resonance can be neglected 
and the Interference between potential and resonance scattering Ignored 
then some progress can be made In the iterative process. Even under 
these limited conditions it only appears possible to obtain one Iterant 
of the flux above the first in closed form. In consequence if the 
iterative procedure is to be used to its best advantage the first iteration 
should be obtained as accurately as possible. 
The V -method of Goldstein and Cohen (1962) consists in taking 
the first iteration as an interpolation between the narrow resonance 
(KR) and infinite mass (IM) approximations for the flux shapes through 
an isolated resonance. Following the method given by Gtoldstein and 
Cohen (1962) this first order approximation can be obtained in the 
following manner. 
Transform equation (3.25) to lethargy ix , then the flux per unit 
lethargy 'vlil̂) is a solution of the integral equation:-
= J } (3. 6 1 ) 
where the lethargy U. is given by E - C, T , Eo being some reference 
energy, and i>v7<. 
In the IIR limit, applied to the abeoi^er integral, the resonance 
is considered so narrow that it contributes negligibly to the entire 
integration range. Outside the resonance AbLî ^ 




— • LuO (U^ ^(Ti 
Thus the solution in this limit is:-
4 L^) -
NR. 
In the IM limit the integration range is considered to be so 
narrow that the flux is approximately constant over the interval of 
integration, i.e. ^ L^-0 ^ ^ W Thus: -
-U-u') 
6% 




Since and ^^^^tu^ represent the extremes in absorber 
energy degredation it is hoped that the actixal resonance absorption will 
lie between the values calculated from them. With this in mind, a 
parameter \ is introduced into the flux in the following manner to 
obtain the first iteration for the iterative procedure:-
XiTp 
ko. 
Vfhen X has the value zero or unity the f i r s t order IM or NR approxi-
mations are obtained. 
The energy dependence of the neutron cross sections for the resonance 
absorber can, i f Doppler broadening and interference scattering are 
neglected, be written: -
T l-̂ x^ ^ 
(3.62) 
and in terms of the x variable can be written:-
(3.63) 
where 
iTo r -f 
f^-t K Ct ? 
T 
(3.6i^) 
The iterative procedure for determining ^^ U) from 
can be obtained from equations (3-26) and (3.32) and i s : -
CK. 
(3.65) 
Substitution for (Ĵ L-̂  and ^Cx^ from equation (3.62) gives:-
in. 
I--) _j 1+x' r ffp 
c.DJ 
1+ X' tp •«)'') (3.66) 
Where I (TpV 
Following the method outlined in obtaining equation (3.2?) from 
(3.26) the form of the integral equation used by Goldstein and Cohen 
(1962) i s : -
x̂'S 
I Kx 
(Prw-^r (Tf r ft -tx»- L 
2. . ,1, 
U jc 
(3.67) 
Substitute for ^rom equation (3« 63) and the second 
iteiration Ajiĵ ^̂ Cx) is given from equation (3«67) as:-




I K — TiUi. — 
px (3.68b) 
, gx r (3.68c) 
k2. 
If the process of successive iteration Is convergent then -
are successively closer approximations to the correct solution of the 
are the Integral eq\iatlon. ÎSius If T)̂^̂^ > ^ ^ f ; ÎX 
resonance Integrals derived from the flux Itérants then these must also 
r CO converge to the correct resonance Integral. If 1. Is set equal 
to I o:) this value must differ from the correct resonance Integral 
hy an amount ^Ich Is of higher order than the error in ^¡^ , Thus 
define the "best" value of as that value for which the first and 
second order expressions for the resonance Integrals are equal. The 
expressions for ^ ^ ^X given in Chapter 
The third iteration, TX 9 ^ ^ obtained by substituting 




iv J L f 
5 (T̂ ^ fp 
-A -h,.'' — •̂ »vT -r t p> 
(3.69a) 
or substituting for ̂  (î  enà equation (3-39a) can be written:-
1+ - r ^ ^ 
Cr^. i-p')̂  ^ 
fx 
(3.69b) 
3'7 Application of the Convergence Criterion to the K - Method 
The convergence of the iterative process for obtaining a solution 
of equation (3-6?) can be readily established by using the theorem 
proven in Section if of this Chapter. Comparison of equations (3«i<-l) 
and (3-6?) gives:-
E (iu > VvU^ -
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3 (T.K+ ff Co 
\ 
Thus for either f.^^ or (f^ ^ (l̂  
(3-71) 
Iterative procedure la always convei^ent, 
hk. 
The s ign i f i cance of the inequalitiy P,̂  i s of major 
importauace i n assess ing the r a t e of convergence of the i t e r a t i v e process. 
Subs t i t u t i ng from equation (3.64) t h i s inequa l i ty becomes:-
^ X (Tol 'T» VV 
(T^̂ -vrf ff'.jT (3-T2a) 
1 t . o r i X ^ J i T ! ^ (3.72b) 
(3.720) 
I f the i nequa l i t y of equations (3.72) i s s a t i s f i e d , i . e . the 
resonance i s mainly absorpt ion then i t can be seen from equations 
(3.68c) and (3-69b) t h a t and ^^^ w i l l always be l e s s 
than un i ty f o r x . i f on the other hand the condit ions of equation 
(3.72) a re not s a t i s f i e d , , i . e . the resonance i s mainly s ca t t e r ing then 
eqxiations (3.68c) and (3.69b) show t h a t i t i s possible f o r 1%) 
(-0 / \ 
and iy^j t o r i s e above uni ty f o r negative K . This s i t u a t i o n i s 
not imexpected as neutrons axe s ca t t e red out of the resonance f a s t e r 
than they are being absorbed and there i s a peak in the neutron f lux 
one c o l l i s i o n width below the resonance centre. In the former case 
one would expect the i t e r a t i v e procedure to be rap id ly convergent since 
the exact neutron f l u x d i s t r i b u t i o n i s s imi la r to the f i r s t i t e r a t i o n . 
On the oldier hand, in the l a t t e r case the peak in the correc t f l u x 
distribution below the resonance causes the convergence of the iterative 
procedure to be very slow. The situation in both of the above cases 
is depicted diagrammatically in Figures 3.71 and 3.72. 
The mathematical reasons for the rate of convergence of the iterative 
procedure to change can be seen immediately from equation (3.71). When 
the resonance is mainly absorption îr / f is nearly unity and: 
I 
and thus. 
On the other hand^ when the resonance is predominantly scattering 
^̂y/p is small and thus:-
i.e. 
I 1 
The criterion for rapid convergence of the iterative procedure, as 
given by equation (3-72) is similar to the condition derived by Spinney 
(1957)- Spinney showed that the first order narrow resonance approxi-
mation to the resonance integral would be greater or less than the 
infinite mass approximation when (TyTy ^ . It can be deduced 
that when the KR approximation is greater than the IM approximation 
•o 
exact flux shape 
resonance 
X positive X negative 
Figure 3.71 (^TV- (T̂ Tw ^o 
O 
exact flux shape 
resonance 
X positive X negative 
Figure 3-72 - < ^ 
, > io then equating T^ and ix will give 
a resiilt similar to the second iteration of the narrow resonance, or 
infinite mass approximations. The reason for this result can be seen 
immediately when the formal solution derived in Sections 3 and k of 
this chapter is applied to the slowing down eqxmticm as given by-
equation (3« 27)- Substitution for , jU) and ^ in terms of the 
neutron cross sections gives the solution as:*-




d ? ^ 1 (Tslyĵ  





which is none other than the repeated iteration chi the first order 
narrow resonance approximation to the flux:-
û  / X 61 Ci) Mi W ^ 
" it 
Some numerical results which highlight the accuracy of the second 
order Iteration of the narrow resonance approximation are given in 
Chapter 
h8. 
It is possible, under special circmstances, to obtain the solution 
of the slowlng-dovn equation exactly by the process of successive 
iteration. This particular solution is useful because it highlights 
some of the problems involved in determining the rate of convergence of 
the iterative procedure. The circumstances under which the solution 
may be obtained exactly is when -
In this case 
T) (Tp 












Thus In the limit 
aILK) •= (Tv WV 
It can be seen from the equation (3« 76) that the rate of con-
vergence is determined by the ratio (Tp /("iTpf (Tm.) - Thus in dilute 
systems, when ^̂ ^ is large, the convergence is likely to be rapid. 
This result can be generalized to all very dilute systems. When 
^ is very large (T;̂  
) 
and equation (3«67) reduces to: 
^ - for a i m 
Hence every iteration reproduces the narrow resonance approximation 
for the neutron flux distribution through the resonance. 
In very dilute systems with a resonance having a large V^ the 
contribution to the total scattering cross section, from the resonance, 
at the resonance centre 
is small in comparison with ̂  and 
the "peak" in the flux below the resonance centre is only evident as a 
slight perturbation on the narrow resonance approximation. 
There is thus a range of (K̂  intermediate between very dilute 
systems (large (T̂  ) and systems which do not satisfy the convergence 
criterion ît̂T]̂  — (J^IV 7/0 for which the iterative procedure is slowly 
convergent. The lower end of this range is defined by: 
I- e,. > 
w 
It has not been possible to obtain an analytic expression for the 
upper limit of this range ^ . However it can be concluded that for 
(T̂  in the open interval ( cr̂ "̂  ̂  ̂ 'Vtu ) convergence of the iterative 
procedure will be slow. 
3-Q The First Tvo Iterations of the Flux vlth the l/E Dependence 
of the Asymptotic Flux Retained 
The condition Implicit In the work of Goldstein and Cohen (I962) 
that since E< Is usually very much greater than V is not essential to 
obtain a second iteration of the flux in closed form. It is hovever 
essential to assume that ^^yyV in order to obtain a simple 
expression for the second Iteration of the resonance Integral. 
Consistent with the method of Goldstein and Cohen the f irst iteration 
of the flux now has the form 
Substitution for In equation ( 3 . w r i t t e n as an 
Iterative process using equation (3.31)^gives:-
(3.81) 

















For the moderator Integral use suffix tw ^ 1 





di.' = I + ^t»^" f ACUxUv) - ^ ^ 
Cx-̂v) 
Also 
OC o<- oi T -p ' tx. 





B f)-1 Xii h-^ ^ , 
After some algebraic manlpiilatlon equation (3.82) can be written 
In the form:-
Ux^ f 
- — ^ ^ ' a U 
1- . -V 
Ar C 
ÎX (̂ kJ 
4 ^ 
oc(5.X fA 
] + ^ 
y+v (3.86) 
Where: 
a A j ^ i ^ A3 
as. i j (ix't: 
When'O is very large I.e. » P then:-
(To 
(U 
Equation (3 .86) now becMnes:-
' 3 
(Ĵ -viTp 
C , (t;, (/IK'-O 
Aw 
-V ] (3.87) 
Application of narrow resonance considerations to the moderator 
part of equation (3.87) implies that ^ . Thus equation (3.87) 
now becomes: -
"J. . 
U f ) -r: — liuT 
S-fX (T̂ .fp ' 
(3.88) 
where K. has been replaced by unity except when it occurs as C \ -iO. 
Equation (3-88) is identical with equaticm (3.68b). Thus as would 
be expected the solution obtained from the form of the slowlng-down 
equation used by Goldstein and Cohen (1962) can be obtained as a special 
case of the exact treatment. 
If the moderator is hydrogen i.e. then the problem can 
only be treated by applying narrow resonance considerations to the 
moderator integral. The second iteration then becomes:-
fj^ JjB 
Wrect integration and some algebraic manipulation gives: 
U V [ J L 
Vf+^i. LiT̂ f̂p) I X-V-J 




Iterations on the Resonance Integral 
The definition of the resonance integaral used by Goldstein and 
Cohen (1962) is simply the reaction rate integrated over the resonance. 
i.e.!-
- C D 
For a resonance in which Doppler broadening can be ignored the 
resonance integral becomes: 4-00 
-CD 
•voo 




The iterations on the resonance integral are:-
4< 
r ^ Ti(ro ^^ (4.11) 
-Qb 
The form of the slowing-dovn equation considered by Goldstein and 
Cohen (1962), that is equation (3-27) of Chapter gives after direct 
integration of equations (3.63) and (3.68) using eqiiation (4.11):-
O ^ u) llfo Ir 
ci) _ TfoiT ( (To U^Tv, - ffpTi^ N/ ) 
where: 
It can be seen immediately" from equation (^.13) that if (fp?f yo 
then will be greater than . In particxHar the second 
iteration of the NR approximation will be greater than the first 
order approximation under these conditions. The converse is of course 
eqimlly true. If then Xx̂ ""̂  is independent of X. 
^ and the resonance integral is determined exactly. 
This particular situation was first noticed by Spinney (1957). 
In an attempt to highlight the problem of the convergence of the 
iterative process for the solution of the slowing-down equation two 
examples have been chosen. The former example is the one considered 
by Goldstein and Cohen (I962) that is the 192 ev resonance of U-238 
in a one-to-one homogeneous mixtiure with hydrogen, (T̂  for this mixture 
is 20.2 bams. The resonance parameters for this particxilar resonance 
are Ty = 0.025 ev, = 0.l4 ev and Tp = 10 b. The condition 
- iJVwTA yyo is not satisfied and the iterative procedure vill be 
slowly convergent. Table k.ll and Figure 4.11 show and 
as f\mctions of \ for the above configuration. These results have been 
obtained from a progranime, GIN^ Kletzmayr (1965). The failure of this 
resonance, with Tvt = 20.2 b, to satisfy the criterion for rapid con-
-r ̂ ^ 
vergence is demonstrated in the wide variation of between the two 
extreme approximations. It is to be expected that the converged 
solution will be independent of ̂ ^ whereas this is certainly not the 
case in the above example. 
The second example chosen is the 6.68 ev resonsmce of u238 
again 
in a one-to-one homogeneous mixture with hydrogen. The resonance 
parameters for this resonance are » 0.025 ©v and Tw « 0.00148 ev. 
In this case the criterion for convergence is satisfied and it is to 
be expected that will not be very sensitive to the value of X 
over the range (0,l). Table 4.12 and Figure 4.12 show this to be the 
case with a total variation of of less than 2.5^- In this 
example use of the second iteration of the m approximaticai gives 2.5^ 
as the error on the resonance integral predicted using the method of 
Goldstein and Cohen (1962) for obtaining the resonance integral by 
equating Ix and . -p T ^̂  
In the former of the two examples equating J-K and lA gives 
\ = 0.264 and Ty^« 0.172 b and in the latter case \ « 0 and 4.02b 
Table ^̂ .U 
X 
0.0 9.352 0.252 0.212 
0.1 11.380 0.207 0.189 
0.2 12.952 0.182 0.177 
0.3 14.238 0.166 0.168 
O.k 15.323 0.154 0.162 
0.5 16.258 0.145 0,158 
0.6 17.076 0.138 0.154 
0.7 17.801 0.132 0.151 
0.8 16. m 0.128 0.149 
0.9 19.032 0.1 ?4 0.147 
1.0 19.561 O.lPl 0.145 
Table k,12 
X 
0.0 31.95 4.015 4.020 
0.1 31.28 4.101 4,032 
0.2 30.66 4.184 4.043 
0.3 30.08 4.265 4.054 
O.k 29.54 4.343 4.064 
0.5 29.03 4.419 4.074 
0.6 28.55 4.493 4.084 
0.7 28.10 4.565 4.093 
0.8 27.68 4.635 4.102 
0.9 27.28 4.703 4.112 
1.0 26.90 4.769 4.119 
FIÍORE 4.H 
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Iterations on the Flux Using the Goldstein and Cohen Form of the 
Slovlng-Dovn Equation 
The 192 ev resonance of U^^® with = 20.2 b is an ideal example 
for showing the behaviour of successive iterations when the condition 
(T^Tt— is not satisfied. Figure k,21 shows 9 > 
'̂¡¡̂^ (evaluated from equations 3-63, 3-68c and 3•69b) for K. = 0.264, 
V -r- ^̂ ^ -r-
the value of for which L\ and l\ are equal. It can be seen from 
this graph that the second and third iterations of the flux have peaks 
above the off resonance value and the iterative procedure has difficulty 
in converging to the true flux shape from ^¡^^ . However, the fliix 
shapes in the immediate vicinity of the resonance centre is considerably 
improved. 
4-3 Iterations of the Flux with the l/E Dependence of the Asymptotic 
Flux Retained 
To show-the effect of retaining the l/E dependence of the 
asymptotic flux the 6.68 ev resonance of U^^® has been considered with 
U^^® in a homogeneous mixture of one-to-one with carbon. The first 
two Iterations on the flux using equations (3-8l) and (3-89) are given 
in Figure 
if. 4 The GIN Programme 
All the niamerical results in this chapter have been obtained from 






F I Ö Ü R E : 
is vrltten In FQRTRAli IV for the im JOkO. GIN evaluates , 
and together with ly^ and Ix̂ ^ using the method of 
Goldstein and Cohen (1962). It also evaluates ^¡^ and with the 
1/E dependence of the asymptotic flux retained for both the exact model 
and with HR considerations applied to the moderator integral. 
6k. 
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Letters to the Editors 
A Theorem Concerning the Slowing-
Down Equation 
The number of collisions required to thermalize 
neutrons by elastic collisions in a non-absorbing 
medium has been obtained by DeMarcus (1959)\ 
This derivation is based on a source distribution 
which will give the asymptotic value of the collision 
density for all lethargies in the special case of 
isotropic neutron scattering. The derivation of the 
source function for small values of the lethargy, 
as used by DeMarcus, is given in Volume III of the 
Reactor Handbook (1962)^. The following theorem 
proves a relationship between the source and any 
scattering kernel for the collision density to be 
constant for all lethargies. 
Theorem.-. L e t S(u) and fCfiv.) hp sine-le-
S(P)=J {I-K(P)}. 
Substitution for S(p) in (3) then gives: 
F(u) = C for all u ^ 0. 





S{u) + C f K{u')du' 
or 
Siu) \ 
Ceil- P K{u')du') 
O^u^ e 
M > e 
0 < M < e 
valued iunctiohs óí u '̂ ^añd let" e be a positive 
constant. The integral equation: 
F{u) = 
S{u) + K{u-u')F{u')du' u 
(1) 
u Siu)+ r K{u-u')F(u')du' tt- e 
defined for all u>0, with f K(u)du=l, has a 
solution which is a constant C for all u, if and 
only if S{u) and K(u) are connected by the rela-
tionship 
S(u) = 
C ( 1 - r K ( u ' ) d u ' ) 0 < w < e 
J n 
(2) 
0 w > e 
Proof: Applying the Laplace Transform to (1) and 




where S(p) and K{p) are the Laplace transforms 
of S(m) and/CC^i). 
The Laplace transform of S{u) can be found 
from (2), and is 
u u > e Í 
For isotropic scattering in a single nuclear spe-
cies, the kernel K{u) is given by: 
K{u) = e " V ( l - Oí) 0 < < e 
where a. is related to the mass number of the nu-
clear species and e = In l / a is the maximum 
lethargy gain per collision. 
The solution of the slowing-down equation will 
then be a constant, C, if 
1 -
1-a 
i l - e - ) 
S{u) = 
0 < < e 




S{u)du = 1, giving C = 1/^ , u 
where the first moment of the kernel, is equal 
to 1 + aln a/(l - a). 
The source distribution given in (4) is that used 
by DeMarcus. 
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